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TT No.148: Brian Buck - Saturday 19th May 2018; Deal Sports Reserves v Bromley 

Green; Andreas Carter Joma Kent County League Division 3 Central & East; Venue: 

played at Bromley Green; Result: 9-1; Attendance: 20 approx.  

Today I needed to be certain that my chosen game would be on before travelling 

and as Deal Sports needed to win to get second place, this was good enough for 

me, especially as they had given up home advantage. The match was supposed to 

be played at their place on the previous Saturday, but at 1pm Bromley Green 

declined to travel. My day got off to a poor start when my intended train into 

London was cancelled and the next one temporarily broke down en-route. I 

personally helped it get moving again when I interrupted the driver as he started 

to have a conversation with a passenger he knew, rather than get the problem 

sorted. I politely told him to get on with it!  

I still arrived at the ground well before kick-off. It was about a 15-minute walk 

from Ashford International station. Luckily the Royal Wedding was just coming to a 

close on the TV. But it was followed by FA Cup Final coverage, so I had no hope! 

The club have a well-stocked bar here, which is situated behind some kind of 

Community Centre. In fact, sitting in here, which seemed to be a converted 

dressing room, was the best part of the day. In terms of food, it was an Aladdin’s 

Cave. I had a very tasty bacon roll, washed down with a couple of pints. Even the 

ref had a pint before the start.  

The match was in danger of not starting as Bromley Green struggled to get a side 

together. But eventually they started with nine players, going up to ten after three 

minutes. Make that nine for a bit really. After going 2-0 down by the 23rd minute 

one of their players, who had been standing near me, told me “I don’t know why I 

bother!” I told him, “You could get a bit more involved!” “I had just four hours 

sleep last night.” Came the reply. Realising that he was not going to get any 

sympathy from me he moved away and eventually he did get a bit more involved. 

The score was 4-0 by half time. On 53 minutes Bromley Green had eleven players 

on the pitch, but it went down to ten again on 67 minutes when a player went off 

either injured or disillusioned. Deal continued to rattle in the goals, but Bromley 

Green did get the second from last one. Not a great game, but it was on and it was 

another tick. 
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